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There s an exclusive lifestyle in America where your body, your game and good looks, all get you paid.
These girls become rich girls and are down for whatever it takes to stay on top. ...Are you a Potential Rich
Girl? Meet Jewell, a five foot four diva, who was born with a silver spoon in her mouth and an American
Express card in her hand. Sadly, when her bank account turns cold, Jewell resorts to a dangerous, ridiculous
scam only to maintain her rich girl status. Meet Nadia, the youngest and least paid of her crew. She spends
money like crazy to distract herself from the painful reality of being broke. By hook or crook, she sells her
soul to the highest bidder only to keep what little paper she has. Meet Tori, the hustling diva of the west.
Vegas hadn t seen a devilish by any means necessary chick until she showed up in town ready to show off
her manipulative skills. Taking the city by storm, she spends her time hustling dope dealers, high-rollers, and
any man with a thick wallet. Together, they take the streets of Vegas by storm. Between chasing money,
scamming men, and hustling the system, they vow to stay on top. The girls get desperate when chaos strikes
and come up with a corrupt scheme to certify them as rich girls for life.
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From reader reviews:

Margaret Gentile:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be change about what going on or data even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era that is always change and move ahead. Some of you
maybe may update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming
to you actually is you don't know what type you should start with. This Rich Girls is our recommendation to
cause you to keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Steve Diaz:

The guide untitled Rich Girls is the e-book that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality of the
e-book content that will be shown to an individual. The language that creator use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of investigation when write the book, and so the
information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book of Rich
Girls from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Robert Bartlett:

Book is one of source of knowledge. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen want book to know the update information of year in order to year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, can bring us to around the world.
Through the book Rich Girls we can get more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? To become
creative person must like to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suited with your aim. Don't end
up being doubt to change your life by this book Rich Girls. You can more attractive than now.

Julie Gibson:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is written or printed or outlined from each source that will filled update of
news. In this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From
media social including newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and
comic. You can add your knowledge by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to spread out your
book? Or just trying to find the Rich Girls when you essential it?
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